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Press and public relations 

Memory and Justice  

An exchange between art, law and civil society on human rights 

abuses, torture and methods of addressing past wrongs  

Symposium 29 September – 1 October 2016 

Akademie der Künste, Hanseatenweg 10, Berlin 

 

The Akademie der Künste and the European Center for Constitutional and Human 

Rights (ECCHR) are hosting the conference “Memory and Justice” from 29 

September to 1 October, bringing together artists, lawyers and activists from all 

over the world to Berlin to examine human rights violations, torture and techniques 

for coming to terms with past atrocities.    

 

The Shoah, the Rwandan Genocide and the history of military dictatorship violence 

in Argentina are just three examples of mass violence and mass crimes that have 

often been addressed – though far from conclusively – by artists, lawyers and 

other societal actors. Meanwhile, impunity persists for colonial crimes in Algeria, 

torture in the “war on terror” and violence in Syria. All of these situations have one 

thing in common: in the discussion on the response to these crimes, there is little 

interaction between lawyers, political scientists, activists and artists.  

 

The symposium “Memory and Justice” creates a platform for interdisciplinary 

debates – spanning various epochs and regions – on legal proceedings, inquiries 

and other state responses to grave crimes and the extent of civil society 

participation in these processes. Participants will discuss historical and current 

themes such as the development of international criminal justice since the 

Nuremberg Trials and efforts to address dictatorship crimes in Latin America as 

well as examples of colonial crimes around the globe and their follow-on effects.  

 

The debate will aim to shed light on the complex relationship between law, 

collective memory and the creation of a historical narrative: What is the link 

between prosecutions in a courtroom and a civil society culture of remembering? 

What are the cultural and political consequences of impunity and public silence 

concerning grave crimes? And what ethical questions arise when portraying the 

suffering of others?  

 

With this thematic spectrum and several high profile guests the event is aimed at a 

broad, politically engaged audience.  
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The program is curated by Wolfgang Kaleck, General Secretary of ECCHR and 

includes podium discussions, film screenings, readings and an exhibition of artistic 

works.  

 

A joint project by the Akademie der Künste and the European Center for 

Constitutional and Human Rights (ECCHR) 

 

Participants: 

Jeanine Meerapfel, President, Akademie der Künste 

Thomas Krüger, President, Bundeszentale für politische Bildung 

Wolfgang Kaleck, General Secretary, ECCHR 

 

Sylvestre Bisimwa, Lawyer (Bukavu) 

Beatriz Brinkmann, Activist (Chile) 

Erich Hackl, Author (Vienna) 

Scott Horton, Human Rights Lawyer (New York) 

Sara Méndez, Activist (Uruguay) 

Milo Rau, Director (Cologne) 

Knut Rauchfuss, Doctor and Journalist (Essen) 

Kathrin Röggla, Author and Vice President, Akademie der Künste (Berlin) 

Naomi Roht-Arriaza, Professor (San Francisco) 

Fabiana Rousseaux, Psychologist (Buenos Aires) 

Mark Sealy, Photographer and Curator (London)  

Thomas Walther, Lawyer and joint plaintiff representative in Nazi trials (Kempten) 

Peter Weiss, Lawyer (New York) 

and more  

 

Artists: 

Forensic Architecture (London) 

Silvina Der-Meguerditchian (Berlin) 

Eduardo Molinari (Buenos Aires) 

Nghia Nuyen (Berlin) 

 

 

Venue 

Akademie der Künste, Hanseatenweg 10, 10557 Berlin 

 

A detailed program will be published shortly at http://gedaechtnis-und-

gerechtigkeit.de.  
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